
MARCH  
3 ANIMAL PAINTINGS: Learn about shape, texture, and pattern as 
we search the galleries for pictures of animals. After talking about how 
artists make their animals look so lifelike, we’ll return to the studio to 
create animal paintings of our own. 

10 WEAVING: Learn to weave patterns as we look to examples of 
American Indian weavings for inspiration. In the studio we’ll use yarn 
and paper to create a wrapped weaving that can hang on the wall.  

17 SCULPTURE: Dale Chihuly’s gigantic glass sculpture welcomes 
visitors as they pass beneath it on their way into the Museum. We’ll 
borrow Chihuly’s colors and shapes to create fanciful sculptures from 
cut plastic that can hang from your bedroom ceiling

24 EASEL PAINTING: Many artists use easels to paint, allowing 
their body to stretch and slash with their brush. We’ll look at several 
paintings in the galleries to investigate brushstrokes then try them 
ourselves in the studio.

31 COLLAGE: Get inspired by the glowing patterns of the stained 
glass windows in the Founder’s Room, then create a stained glass 
window collage full of shapes and bits of colored paper.

APRIL
7 CLAY ANIMALS: Learn to mold and pinch clay to create little 
critters. We’ll see how artists in the galleries use different materials, 
tools, and techniques to create their animal artworks then return to 
the studio to bring our animals to life with clay. 

14 INK WASH PAINTING: Illustrator Jon J Muth’s lovable 
character Stillwater, the giant panda, loves to tell stories. We’ll take a 
look at some illustrations from Stillwater’s stories and mimic the style 
of these pictures as we practice Asian ink wash painting techniques. 

21 SYMBOLS: Better understand how artists use symbols in their 
art to tell stories or to give their art greater power. We’ll look at several 
examples, including an American Indian shield with a symbol of a 
wolf. In the studio we’ll create shields with our own animal symbols.

art adventures
AGES 3-5 (with an adult)
January 6–May 26; 10:30 am
Drop by with your preschooler to see artworks in the galleries and 
to do a simple art-making activity. Art Adventures is a great way 
for young artists to have their first Museum experiences – with a 
grown-up by their side – before coming to art classes on their own.

Joslyn Members: $8 adult/child pair per session, 
$1 each additional child

General Public: $10 adult/child pair per session, 
$2 each additional child

Instructor: Therese Straseski
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JANUARY
6 PRINTMAKING: Louise Nevelson likes to create her art by 
finding and combining objects with simple shapes to create 
balance and orderly compositions. We’ll create Nevelson-ish 
collagraph prints by carefully arranging shapes on a printing plate 
and pressing them onto paper. 

13 IMPRESSIONISM: Use pastels to make dabs of color onto 
wet paint to produce impressionistic pictures like Claude Monet. 

20 PORTRAITS: Rembrandt van Rijn is one of the most famous 
portraits painters that ever lived. Get up close and personal with a 
Rembrandt portrait, to discover some mysteries about the treasured 
painting, then paint pictures of people that are important to you. 

27 SCULPTURE: Alexander Calder became famous for creating 
sculptures that moved. We’ll look at a carefully balanced mobile 
hanging from the ceiling of the gallery before creating mobiles 
using wire and foam. 

FEBRUARY
3 CARTOON TAKEOVER: A mysterious painting of an attic door 
will make your imagination run wild as you think about what might 
be hiding up those dark stairs. We’ll put our creativity to the test and 
use paint and markers to introduce cartoons and action to some 
Joslyn paintings. 

10 PANDA PAINTINGS: One of illustrator Jon J Muth’s most 
beloved characters is Stillwater, the giant panda. We’ll see 
artworks in the gallery that will introduce us to Stillwater and other 
characters, and we’ll learn to make paintings of pandas in the studio. 

17 SCULPTURE: Get all tangled up as we create knot sculptures 
like one we will visit in the gallery by sculptor Orly Genger. 

24 RELIEF PAINTINGS: We will combine painting and sculpture 
methods using wet plaster to create a textured surface in order to 
make an abstract painting with areas of low and high relief that 
mimic the thick brushstrokes in a Hans Hofmann painting.  

  


